Building intelligent alarm systems by combining mathematical models and inductive machine learning techniques Part 2--sensitivity analysis.
In an earlier study an approach was described to generate intelligent alarm systems for monitoring ventilation of patients via mathematical simulation and machine learning. However, ventilator settings were not varied. In this study we investigated whether an alarm system could be created with which a satisfactory classification performance could be obtained under a wide variety of ventilator settings, by varying inspiratory to expiratory time (I:E) ratio, tidal volume and respiratory rate. In a first experiment three patient data sets were modeled, each with a different I:E ratio. A part of each data set was used to construct an alarm system for each I:E ratio. The remaining part was used to test the performance of the alarm systems. The three training sets were also combined to construct one alarm system, which was tested with the three test sets. Finally, all alarm systems were tested with data generated by a patient simulator. Similar experiments were performed for the tidal volume and the respiratory rate. It was concluded that an optimally functioning alarm system should contain a library of rule sets, one for each set of ventilator settings. A second best alternative is to take all possible settings into consideration when constructing the training set. Classification performance of the trees that were trained with multiple ventilator settings ranged from 98 to 100% for all test sets. When tested with the independent patient simulator data the classification performance of these trees ranged from 80 to 100%.